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Abstract
Automation has brought a dramatic change in human life, 
where today’s world is running on factors like time, power and 
human intervention. Automation doesn’t states the meaning 
of reducing human intervention it indirectly helps in reducing 
the power consumption and time factor as well. In this paper 
we propose a low powered cost effective much reliable and 
secure based automation system for residence using low power 
Bluetooth protocol (802.15.1). Home appliances are connected 
to the i/p and o/p ports of Arduino BT standalone board via 
relays where wireless communication is established between 
the board and mobile device. We developed an authentication 
to the system for authorized person to access the home 
appliances. Where security to the devices with low cost and 
scalable to less modification to the core is much impotent for 
later generation automation system.
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I. Introduction
The primary purpose of automation is to aid us in living a more 
convenient and comfortable life. Home automation may include 
centralized control of lighting, HVAC (heating, ventilation and 
air conditioning), appliances, and other systems, to provide 
improved convenience, comfort, energy efficiency and security. 
It can control every aspect of your home environment without 
installing a single wire. 
Bluetooth is an industrial specification for wireless personal 
area networks (PANs), also known as IEEE 802.15.1. Bluetooth 
provides a way to connect and exchange information between 
devices like mobile phones, laptops etc via a secure and globally 
unlicensed short-range radio frequency. A typical Bluetooth 
based home automation system includes a host and several 
client modules [5].
Since each Bluetooth protocol has its limitations depending 
upon the vicinity, amount of power consumption, and the 
number of devices connected, typically the Bluetooth support 
a range of 10m-100m and speeds in Mbps depending upon the 
class and version. Taking into consideration all these things and 
forming a low cost, low powered [4, 5] automation system we go 
for Bluetooth version4 protocol where power consumption and 
range are very stipulated and adoptable to home automation 
system.
Designing a home automation system we need to consider 
certain issues such as [1]
• Should be scalable:
 Scaling has to be done easily it should not lead to 

replacement of core or network.
• GUI:
 The GUI should be user friendly.
• Error prone issues:
 There should be a service to check out the errors that 

have occurred during network connection.
• Should be fast enough to realize the true power of wireless 

technology and should be cost effective [6]
Various types of home automation system present to control 
the home appliances in various ways. By considering the factors 
of power and cost we propose a new automation system for 
home appliances with enhancing security to digital devices by 
providing password authentication system wirelessly.
Sriskanthan presented a home automation system using 
personal computer and Bluetooth. It was a system which was 
stipulated to fixed standalone system but not for mobile devices. 
One of them proposed web based home automation system 
where static IP and a web page are required for controlling the 
devices, due to these not only design complexity increases but 
also the cost of the system [3].
Hesan has developed a telephone and PIC remote controlled 
device for controlling the devices pin check algorithm has been   
introduced where it was with cable network but not wireless 
communication [4, 7].
In this paper we present a low cost secure mobile based 
residence automation system. Where electronic devices at 
home are connected to board to communicate between the 
devices and Arduino BT board is wireless. Additional devices 
can be connected by slight modifications in the software code 
written in C++ or python which is portable can run on symbian 
and android operating system platforms. Overall system 
architecture is shown in the fig 1.

Fig. 1 : Block diagram of home automation system.

Arduino is an open-source single-board microcontroller; its 
hardware consists of a simple open hardware design for the 
Arduino board with an Atmel AVR processor and on-board I/O 
support. The software consists of a standard programming 
language compiler and the boot loader that runs on the board. 
[1]

Paper is classified into various sections, where sec-2 describes 
about the hardware implementation sec-3 describes about 
the software development. Finally we conclude with the future 
work. 

II. Hardware Interfacing and Working Principle
H/w implementation mainly depends on two H/W components 
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and Bluetooth protocol.    
Mobile device( smart phone, ipad, laptop)1. 
Arduino BT board and2. 
An Adhoc low powered protocol between the devices allows 3. 
controlling of arduino BT board.

On board readymade arduino BT contains mainly a microcontroller 
and a Bluetooth module. The controller supports wireless serial 
communication with the controller over Bluetooth, on board we 
have 23 i/o port pins with 32KB flash memory and a inbuilt 
A/D converter on micro controller port pins, in addition to it a 
pulse width modulator which are quiet enough to the required 
task can be achieved with ATmega32, the Bluetooth module 
are [1] programmed on controller flash memory using assembly 
or high level language like “c” using specific software tools to 
the controller. Arduino BT with home appliances BT board with 
home appliance is shown in the fig 2.

Fig. 2 : Block diagram of home automation system

Bluetooth antenna receives and transmits packets from 
the mobile devices (smart phone, ipad, notebooks, laptops) 
subsequently this packets are structured in such a way it contains 
the appliances status commands are queued [1] .According to 
the definition of the o/p the hardware circuitry and the controller 
are designed. Relays in the hardware implementation plays 
a vital role since the drive in voltages i.e. o/p voltages from 
the controller cannot drive the electronic appliances so relays 
acts as a switch between the AC power and the controller, the 
automation of the devices is done by writing the software code 
to the controller controlling the relays [7]. A relay configuration 
with switching circuitry is shown in the fig 3.

Fig. 3: 5V-240V switching circuitry

Sending a software signal to the relays from the controller to 

make the devices ON/OFF may or may not be successful all 
the time, being not successful may be due to hardware failure, 
so a feedback circuit is required to know the current status of 
the device once the i/p is fed to the device through relay, once 
input is fed, the feedback circuit senses the current and gives 
the o/p signal by turning on/off depending upon the i/p given, 
otherwise the device is malfunctioned indicating the command 
was not successful [7].

III. Software Development
To establish a communication between two peripherals 
Bluetooth devices always performs an inquires to detect and 
find the devices present in the vicinity area, when performing 
inquiry it takes in around 10secs and time and much power is 
consumed during device inquiry [3]. To minimize the need of 
this inquiry mechanism to reduce the time we write application 
at the mobile device side in C++ or python to retrieve the list 
of devices that would probably be in area without performing 
an inquiry [5].

A. Sequential flow chart
Writing code at the mobile device side, the first task is to check 
for the mobiles Bluetooth mobile is enabled or disabled; once 
it got enabled it has to check for the devices that have been 
stored in the mobiles memory. If they do exist they will be 
asked to select the right device to get paired up, if they are not 
present mobile device has to check for the available devices 
in the vicinity range, once the controller selected it checks for 
exact trans receiver for getting the device get displayed on the 
screen of mobile devices. Once the devices got displayed the 
software has to store an unique address of all the controller 
modules (arduino BT) which are currently connected to the 
mobile device, if controller device are not saved initially then 
it will be designated as BTLOAD. Otherwise it will be given its 
saved name and prompts for the user to present the password 
for authentication, upon entering correct password connected 
controller modules are get displayed. Once connected controller 
modules names inside the phone memory then main menu 
interface of the devices will be displayed [6].

Fig. 4 : Program Flowchart for Main Menu Window of the GUI
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The Graphical User Interface (GUI) displays 3 windows for the 
application 
1. List of available controllers in vicinity with options for 
searching and exit to terminate.
2. List of loads with its condition and status, feedback gives 
the condition of the hardware functionality, where status to 
check and modify.
3. ON/OFF conditions of load.
Here the GUI programmed in python or C++ will send a voltage 
signal to the arduino BT from the board to relays where relays 
establish a connection with 240V AC to drive the appliances.

B. Setting parameters for Bluetooth
In order to have wireless serial communication we need to 
initialize certain parameters for controlling Bluetooth devices. 
The main parameters that we need to be considered are:
i) Serial port name
ii) Baud rate
iii) Discoverable mode
iv) Connection established mode
In this project as we are using arduino BT board which is an 
open source, software arduino alpha is used for setting the 
parameters. Code is shown below [5]

Serial. begin (115200);// setting baud rate
Serial.println (“SET BT PAGE MODE 3 2000 1’);
Serial.println (“SETBT NAME BTLOAD”);
Serial.println (“SET BT ROLE 0 f 7d00”);
Serial.println (“SET CONTROL ECHO 0”);
Serial.println (“SET BT AUTH* 00228”);
Serial.println (“SET CONTROL ESCAPE-00 1”);

C.  Power saving device inquiry mechanism
Since searching for a new Bluetooth device and pairing takes 
much power and time. Retrieving the information that is 
preloaded in the mobile device saves much power and time 
compared to a new device inquiry. Preloaded controllers are 
those which have communicated with the device frequently. 
An algorithm for showing list of preloaded list and Bluetooth 
stack initialization [5][2].
def bt_socketconnect(target=”);
if not target
(addr.services ) = bt_discover( )
iflen(sevice)>1
choices= service.keys( )
Choice.sort ( )
choice = popup_menu(
[unicode(service[x]+”:+x for x in choice]
 U’choice port:’)
Target = (addr,service value ( ) [0])
sock= 
socket.socket(socket.AF_BT,socket.sock_STREAM)
sock connect (target)
return sock

D. Working mechanism of communication mode
For realizing the communication between two Bluetooth devices 
serial port profile which realizes RFCOMM connection is an 
emulation of RS-232 serial port connection of two devices 
over a wireless link. Our project we establish a wireless 
communication between RFCOMM of arduino BT and mobile 
devices for sending stream of data for controlling the status 

of the electronic appliances from the mobile devices. Mobile 
device sends ASCII characters via RFCOMM to the arduino 
BT board where the ASCII values are compared with binary 
equivalents of these ASCII values to turn ON/OFF the appliances 
according to the commands received [8].

E. GUI module
GUI is the only communication medium for the user to access 
the appliances from the mobile. GUI has to provide the flexibility 
to modify the loads and check the status and state of the loads 
without much complexity, the given Fig 5 illustrates the design 
of GUI for our application. [6]

  
Fig. 5: Mobile GUI for controlling the home appliance

IV. Conclusion
In this paper we design a low cost automation system where 
all the peripherals that we use are not cost effective, they 
are low powered since we are using mechanism to save the 
preloaded list by not making it to setup connection all the 
time when required, which saves lot of power and time in 
addition to that we are using low powered Bluetooth version4 
protocol for establishing connection between the devices 
which reduces power. The additional benefit is authentication 
by providing password to conFig. with the board to access the 
electronic appliances helps to protect our appliances. The fully 
functionality of home automation system works efficiently with 
in 100m range in concreted buildings. Application to the mobile 
side is written in python & C++ which compatible to many 
mobiles is an additional benefit from the project.

V. Future Work
Automation system is not only specific to home it can be applied 
in wide variety of areas like restaurants, offices, companies 
where controlling and monitoring of the devices is required, 
making compatible to Wi-Fi can increase the vicinity range 
where it can be used in larger application areas. Addition of 
encryption techniques to the data sent and providing location 
management to the movable devices like i-pad, mobiles, and 
iPods can also help in finding the location of the devices. Writing 
codes in Linux BDS where it is compatible to latest smart mobile 
phones make automation system a big application market.
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